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Details of Visit:

Author: Swing85
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 27 Dec 2015 20:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Admiral Escorts
Website: http://www.admiralescorts.com/
Phone: 07933999399

The Premises:

SW3, a block of flats that I'm sure most of us here are well aware of.

The Lady:

Petite-slender type, 161cm, around 40kg. One of those girls who are actually really slim. Claims to
be 19 although I read in some review that she might be 23 or 24. In either case she certainly looks
no more than early 20's and does look like her pics. Better in fact: not older, not fatter and not uglier
as often happens with agency galleries vs real life. I certainly give very high marks for looks. Body a
straight 10/10 and face perhaps 8/10. A slim super-hot girl.

The Story:

Location
SW3, a block of flats that I'm sure most of us here are well aware of.

Premises
Small flat with a small bathroom. Nothing fancy but fit for purpose.

Time of booking
Evening

Girl's appearance
Petite-slender type, 161cm, around 40kg. One of those girls who are actually really slim. Claims to
be 19 although I read in some review that she might be 23 or 24. In either case she certainly looks
no more than early 20's and does look like her pics. Better in fact: not older, not fatter and not uglier
as often happens with agency galleries vs real life. I certainly give very high marks for looks. Body a
straight 10/10 and face perhaps 8/10. A slim super-hot girl.

Services provided (only what I actually tried or asked to try)
FK/DFK - no
OWO - no
69 - yes
DATY - yes
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Rimming (receiving) - yes, kind of
HJ- yes
A level - no, although claims to do for +£100
Fingering pussy/ass (receiving) - no
Touching/sucking nipples - no
CIM - no
CIF - no
COB - yes, kind of, extremely cautious

Experience
Opened the door dressed only in bra, panties and high heels. All black in color. Stunning killer
looks. Just wow! Really I mean really hot looking young girl. Could easily be a model on the catwalk
if not for insufficient height (161cm she said).

Usual routine: introduction, pay, shower. Then on to bed. 69 ok. Do that for a few minutes. Enjoying
what is one of the most beautiful pussies I've ever seen. Got to lick the ass too a bit. That part was
certainly good.

No OWO which is a bit disappointing. Ok no problem, it does happen. I Never take OWO for
granted anyway. Then get into missionary for a minute or two. Asked if she does Anal. Yes for an
extra £100 she said. I said ok and paid another £100 immediately (requested by her which is kinda
awkward given what kind of activity we were undertaking).

Then goes what she supposedly tried to sell as 'anal': holding my 'friend' in her hand and pressing it
to her backdoor entry area without actually even a hint of actual penetration (my 'friend' is not too
small but not too big either. Certainly not something to pose any discomfort for A level on the
receiving end). And I'm not talking about actually trying or attempting to get it in there. Just a
somewhat very lame and unconvincing way of pretending to do it. In fact she was holding it in a way
that was most probably meant to prevent it from going in due to my action. I know sounds weird and
awkward but that's precisely what happened. It was obvious that she was not actually going or
planning to do it (as opposed to taking £100 for it).

I suppose by this time some punters would get very pissed off and start a conversation about
service quality with the girl. But I decided to stay put and pretended that it was alright. At the end of
the day you cannot force somebody to do things that they don't want to in those kind of situations
and arguing over it is not going to fix the problem. Trying to get £100 might have been worth trying I
suppose. I just don't like to be in that kind of situations and decided to just leave it. After all it's
almost always a hit and miss unless you go for a girl who's got tons of 10/10 reviews. It wasn't one
of those cases and some reviews that I managed to pull are more or less in line with my experience
which should probably have rang some alarm bells. The only really nasty bit was those £100 for a-
level which never was.

Summary
Overall looks: 9/10
Body: 10/10
Face: 8/10
Overall service performance: 3/10

Be extremely careful. Or better, just avoid.
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